Abstract. We show that the existence of a birational weak Zariski decomposition for pseudo-effective g-lc pairs is equivalent to the existence of a g-log terminal model.
Recently, the concept of generalized polarized pairs is introduced in [10] . In many applications, generalized polarized pairs are more natural objects than the usual pairs, for example, the proof of BAB conjecture [7] , the proof of termination of psuedo-effective 4-fold flips [23] , and the proof of Fujita's spectrum conjecture [17] . Thus, it is interesting to ask whether the minimal model conjecture (Conjecture 1.2) holds for generalized polarized pairs. Theorem 1.5. The birational weak Zariski decomposition conjecture (Conjecture 1.4) is equivalent to the g-minimal model conjecture (Conjecture 1.2).
We also show the following result. Theorem 1.6. Assume the birational weak Zariski decomposition conjecture (Conjecture 1.4). Let (X/Z, B + M ) be a Q-factorial NQC-g-dlt pair. Then any sequence of (K X + B + M )-g-MMP with scaling of an ample/Z divisor A terminates. Remark 1.7. Hacon and Moraga, [15] , have independently obtained more general forms of some of our results using some ideas from [2] . Compare Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 with [15, Theorem 2, Corollary 1]. We remark that the proof in [15] is based on ideas in [2] , and it depends on the ACC for g-lct (ascending chain condition for generalized log canonical thresholds) which is proved in [10, 14] . Our proof is based on ideas in [4, 5, 9] and does not rely on the ACC for g-lct.
We briefly describe the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.5. The nontrivial part is to show that Conjecture 1.4 implies Conjecture 1.2. Suppose K X + B + M ≡ P + N has a weak Zariski decomposition with P nef and N ≥ 0. As already pointed out by [9, §6] , one only needs to consider the case Supp N ⊆ Supp⌊B⌋. In this case, we run a special kind of (K X + B + M )-g-MMP with scaling of a divisor (not necessarily effective) such that g-MMP is N -negative and in each step, N i + ν i P i is nef. Here ν i := inf{t ≥ 1 | N i + tP i is nef} is the nef threshold. Notice that once ν i = 1, then K X i + B i + M i ≡ P i + N i is nef, and we are done. We let ν i approximate 1. In fact, as long as ν i > 1, we will get ν i+1 < ν i . Then we wish to use special termination and the induction hypothesis to conclude that the sequence cannot be infinite. The special termination still holds for this setting (see Theorem 4.4), here we adopt the argument in [5] . Put these together, we are able to get a contradiction and prove the results.
The paper is organized as following. In Section 2, we collect the definitions of generalized polarized pairs, generalized log minimal models, weak Zariski decompositions. In Section 3, we first elaborate on the LMMP for generalized polarized pairs developed in [10] , and then show some standard results in this setting. We also introduce the g-MMP with scaling of an NQC divisor. In Section 4, we establish the special termination results for g-MMP with scaling. The proofs of the main theorems are given in Section 5.
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Preliminaries
2.1. Generalized polarized pairs. We give basic definitions and results on generalized polarized pairs. Notice that for the convenience, we use (X, B + M ) denote the generalized polarized pair instead of (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) as [10] .
Definition 2.1 (Generalized polarized pair).
A generalized polarized pair (g-pair) over Z consists of a normal variety X equipped with projective morphismsX
where f is birational andX is normal, an R-boundary B ≥ 0, and an RCartier divisorM onX which is nef/Z such that K X + B + M is R-Cartier, where M := f * M . We call B the boundary part and M the nef part. For convenience, when the base Z, the boundary part and the nef part are clear, we will just say that (X, B + M ) is a g-pair.
From the definition, we see thatX could be replaced by any log resolution over X andM could be replaced by the pullback ofM accordingly. Many definitions/notions for usual log pairs have counterparts for generalized polarized pairs. For convenience, we use the prefix "g-" to denote the corresponding notions. For example, one can define the generalized log discrepancy (g-log discrepancy) of a divisor E over X by considering a high enough modelX which contains E (say a resolution as above), and let KX +B +M = f * (K X + B + M ).
Then the generalized log discrepancy of E is defined as (see [10] Definition 4.1) a(E, X, B + M ) = 1 − mult EB . A generalized lc place is a divisor E over X, such that a(E; X, B+M ) = 0. A generalized non-klt center is the image of a component ofB with coefficient ≥ 1, and the generalized non-klt locus is the union of all the generalized non-klt centers.
We say that (X, B + M ) is generalized lc (g-lc), resp. generalized klt (g-klt) if the generalized log discrepancy of any prime divisor is ≥ 0, resp. > 0.
Besides, asM is a nef divisor, if M is R-Cartier, by the negativity lemma, f * M =M + E with E ≥ 0 an exceptional divisor. In particular, this implies that if K X + B is R-Cartier, then the log discrepancy of a divisor E with respect to (X, B) is no less than the g-log discrepancy of E with respect to (X, B + M ).
The definition of generalized dlt (g-dlt) is subtle.
Definition 2.2 (generalized dlt). Let (X, B + M ) be a g-pair with datã X → X and nef part M . We say that (X, B + M ) is g-dlt if it is g-lc and there is a closed subset V ⊂ X such that (1) X\V is smooth and B| X\V is simple normal crossing, (2) if a(E, X, B+M ) = 0, then Center X (E)\V is an lc center of (X\V, B\V )
Our definition of g-dlt is slightly different from the definition in [7] . We will show that our definition of g-dlt will be preserved after taking adjunction formula and running the MMP.
Remark 2.4. Another possible definition of g-dlt is as follows.
We say (X, B + M ) is g-dlt if there exists a log resolution π :
For usual pairs (whenM = 0), it is well known that the above two definitions on g-dlt are equivalent (cf. [20, Theorem 2.44]). However, for generalized polarized pairs, the definitions seem to be different. In this paper, we adopt Definition 2.2.
The adjunction formula for g-lc pairs is defined in [10, Definition 4.7] . Definition 2.5 (Adjunction formula for g-dlt pairs). Let (X/Z, B + M ) be a g-dlt pair with dataX f − → X → Z andM . Let S be a component of ⌊B⌋ andS its birational transform onX. We may assume f is a log resolution of (X, B + M ). Write
where BS = (B −S)|S and MS =M |S. Let g be the induced morphism S → S and let B S = g * BS and M S = g * MS. Then we get the equality
which is referred as generalized adjunction formula. SupposeM = µ iMi , whereM i are nef/Z Cartier divisors, and B = b j B j the irreducible decomposition of an R-divisor B. Let b, µ to be the set {b j }, {µ i }, respectively. According to [10, Proposition 4.9] , the coefficients of B S belongs to the set
Lemma 2.6. Let (X/Z, B + M ) be a g-dlt pair with dataX f − → X → Z and M . Let S be a component of ⌊B⌋, and
Proof. We use the notation in Definition 2.5. Let V be the closed subset V ⊂ X in Definition 2.2, and V S = V ∩ S. It is clear that S\V S is smooth and B| S\V S is simple normal crossing. Since KS + BS + MS := (KX +B +M )|S , any stratum of (S, B S ) is a stratum of (X,B). If a(E, S, B S +M S ) = 0, then CenterS(E) ⊆ ⌊B⌋ and Center S (E)\V S is an lc center of (S\V S , B S \V S ).
Remark 2.7. In general, K S + B S may not be R-Cartier. In particular, (S, B S ) may not be dlt. That's why we does not use the definition of g-dlt in [7] .
, whereM i are nef/Z Cartier divisors, and B = b j B j the irreducible decomposition of an R-divisor B. Let V be a g-lc center of (X, B + M ). There exists a divisor B V on V such that
where M V is the push forward ofM | V on V . Moreover, the coefficients of B V belongs to the set S(b, µ).
Proof. Let k be the codimension of V . By definition of g-dlt, V is an irreducible component of S 1 ∩ S 2 ∩ . . . ∩ S k for some S i ⊆ ⌊B⌋. It is well known that S(b, µ) = S(S(b, µ)). Apply Lemma 2.6 for k times, we get the lemma.
2.2. G-log minimal models. The notions of log minimal models still make sense in the generalized polarized setting and we call them g-log minimal models. Following Shokurov [26] , certain extractions of g-lc palaces will be allowed in such definitions. First, if f : X Y is a birational map, and B is an effective divisor on X, we define
where f * B is the birational transform of B on Y , and E is the sum of reduced exceptional divisors of f −1 .
Definition 2.9 (g-log minimal model, g-log terminal model). Let (X/Z, B + M ) be a g-pair with dataX → X and nef part M . Then a g-pair
B Y is the same as Equation (1) , and M Y is the push-forward ofM ,
2.3. Weak Zariski Decompositions. On a normal variety X/Z, an RCartier divisor D is said to admit a weak Zariski decomposition if
with P a nef/Z R-Cartier divisor and N ≥ 0 (see [6, Definition 1.3] ). Unlike Zariski decomposition, weak Zariski decompositions may not be unique. Notice that birational weak Zariski decomposition is called weak Zariski decomposition in [6, Definition 1.3] . For an lc pair (X, ∆), the non-vanishing conjecture asserts that K X + ∆ ∼ R N for some effective divisor N . This implies that K X + ∆ admits a weak Zariski decomposition by taking P = 0.
Remark 2.11. Zariski proved that on a smooth projective surface, an effective divisor D can be decomposed as a sum of a nef divisor and an effective divisor with some extra properties, [30] , which is known as the Zariski decomposition. Fujita generalized his result to a pseudo-effective divisor D, [12] . There are various generalization of the Zariski decomposition to the higher dimension, we refer reader to [25] for a nice survey.
Remark 2.12. On one side, [22] constructed a pseudo-effective D, which does not have a weak Zariski decomposition. On the other side, [24] proved the existence of a weak Zariski decomposition for some special pseudo-effective divisors. Moreover, for Q-factorial g-dlt pairs, the existence of a weak Zariski decomposition is still an open question. The weak Zariski decomposition conjecture predicts some particular property for g-dlt pairs.
Nef Q-Cartier combinations (NQC).
We need a technical assumption to guarantee certain g-MMP on g-pairs behaves as the usual log pairs (see Section 3.2). Here the abbreviation "NQC" stands for "nef Q-Cartier combinations". Definition 2.13. We have following definitions concerning decompositions of nef/Z R-Cartier divisors in various settings.
(1) We say that a R-Cartier divisor M is NQC (Nef Q-Cartier combi-
where r i ∈ R >0 and M i are Q-Cartier nef/Z divisors.
(2) A g-pair (X/Z, B + M ) with dataX f − → X → Z andM is said to be an NQC-g-pair, ifM is NQC. Similarly, we define NQC-g-lc, NQC-g-klt, etc, if an NQC-g-pair is g-lc, g-klt, etc. (3) We say that a g-pair (X/Z, B + M ) admits a birational NQC-weak Zariski decomposition, if there exists a birational morphism g : Y → X such that g * (K X + B + M ) ≡ P + N , where N ≥ 0 if effective and P is NQC.
Similar to [10] , the most interesting case of g-pairs in our paper is NQCg-pairs. By definition, the NQC property will be preserved under a g-MMP on g-pairs and generalized adjunction.
Remark 2.14.
implies that it admits a birational NQC-weak Zariski decomposition. In fact, for any resolution p :
We will show that the existence of a g-log minimal model of an NQC-g-lc pair implies the existence of a birational NQC-weak Zariski decomposition for this g-pair (Lemma 5.4).
3. LMMP for generalized polarized pairs 3.1. MMP for generalized polarized pairs. Let (X, B + M ) be a g-lc pair. It is expected that the cone theorem, the existence of flips and the termination of flips hold for such pairs.
Conjecture 3.1 (cone theorem for g-lc pairs). Let (X, B + M ) be a g-lc pair. Then:
(1) There are (countably many) curves C j ⊂ X such that 0 < −(K X + B + M ) · C j ≤ 2 dim X, and 
has codimension at least two in X, −(K X + B + M ) is f -ample and the relative Picard group has rank ρ(X/Y ) = 1.
A g-lc pair (X + , B + + M + ) together with a proper birational morphism
(1) B + , M + are the birational transform of B and M on X + , respectively, (2) K X + + B + + M + is f + -ample, and (3) Exc(f + ) has codimension at least two in X + . For convenience, We call the induced birational map,
It is interesting to ask whether the g-MMP holds. Although the MMP for g-pairs is not established in the full generality, some of the most common cases could be derived from the standard MMP. We elaborate these results which are developed in [10, §4] .
We will show that we can run a g-MMP/Z on K X + B + M (However, we do not know whether it terminates or not).
Let R be an extremal ray/Z, such that (
is klt, and (K X + ∆ ǫ ) · R < 0. Now, R can be contracted and its flips exists if it is of flipping type. If R defines a g-log minimal model or a g-Mori fiber space we stop. Otherwise, let X Y be the divisorial contraction or the flip of R.
Repeating the process gives the g-MMP.
The usual notion of g-MMP with scaling of the general divisor A also makes sense under assumption (⋆) (cf. [10] ).
The following Lemma shows that assumption (⋆) is satisfied in two cases. As a result, we may run a g-MMP for such g-pairs.
(ii) there exists a boundary C, such that (X, C) is klt. Then, there exists a boundary ∆ ∼ R B +M +A/Z, such that (X, ∆) is klt. In particular, if X is Q-factorial, we may run a g-MMP on K X + B + M .
Proof. Suppose (X, B + M ) is g-klt. we have
whereM + f * (A) is big and nef. Hence for k ≫ 1, there exists an ample divisor/Z H k , and an effective divisor E,
By the negativity lemma,
and (X, ∆) is klt. Suppose (ii) holds. By assumption, B + M − C is R-Cartier, and there exists 0 < ǫ < 1, such that ǫ(B − C + M ) + A is ample. Let H be a general ample divisor, such that ǫH ∼ R ǫ(B − C + M ) + A, and (X, C + H) is klt. Thus,
is g-klt, and the statement follows from (i). Remark 3.6. As a simple corollary, suppose X is Q-factorial klt and (X/Z, B+ M ) is g-lc, then there are countably many extremal rays R/Z, such that
The g-MMP for g-dlt pairs does not create worse singularities.
Proof. Fix a general ample divisor H. By Lemma 3.5, there exists a positive number 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 and ∆ ǫ , such that ∆ ǫ ∼ R B + M + ǫH, (X, ∆ ǫ ) is Qfactorial klt, and g is also a divisorial contraction of a (K X + ∆ ǫ )-negative extremal ray or a (K X + ∆ ǫ )-flip. By cone theorem for klt pairs, Y is Qfactorial.
Let V be the closed subset V ⊂ X in Definition 2.2, and set
If Center X E ⊂ V then the second inequality is strict by the definition of g-dlt. If Center X E ⊂ Exc(g) then the first inequality is strict by the negativity lemma. In both cases,
Let f : X → Y be a projective morphism of varieties and D be an
Y , and (2) for any prime divisor P on Y there is a prime divisor Q on X which is not a component of D but f (Q) = P . Notice that if f is birational, then any exceptional divisor is very exceptional. The point is that the negativity lemma also holds for very exceptional divisors ( [5, Lemma 3.3] ). The following Proposition is an easy consequence of the negativity lemma, which is a generalization of [5, Theorem 3.5] in the setting of g-lc pairs. 
Proof. Let A be an ample/Z R-divisor, by Lemma 3.5, we can run a g-MMP/Z with scaling of A with corresponding numbers λ i . Let λ = lim λ i . If λ > 0, then the g-MMP can be viewed as a g-MMP on K X + B + M + λA. By Lemma 3.5, there exists a boundary ∆, such that K X + B + M + λA ∼ R K X + ∆ where (X, ∆) is klt and ∆ is big, then the termination follows from [8] . Hence we can assume that λ = 0. Since λ = 0, K X + B + M is a limit of movable/Z R-Cartier divisors. For any prime divisor S on X, 
Proof. We may assume that f is a log resolution (X, B + M ). Let E i be the exceptional divisors of f . We have
where E = a i E i ≥ 0, and a i is the generalized log discrepancy a i = a(E i , X, B + M ). We may run a (KX +B + E +M )-g-MMP with scaling of some ample divisor. By Proposition 3.8, the g-MMP terminates,X X ′ , and E is contracted. So we can write
Although the MMP is expected to hold for g-pairs, but abundance, finite generation and non-vanishing all fail for g-pairs (see [9, §3] for discussions). However, as for non-vanishing conjecture, one can ask if under the numerically equivalence, a pseudo-effective g-lc pair K X + B + M ≡ N for some effective N . Or more generally, if K X + B + M birationally admits a weak Zariski decomposition. In general, abundance conjecture does not hold under the numerically equivalence.
Example 3.10. Let X be P 2 blown up in 9 points in sufficiently general position, M = −2K X . It is clear that K X + M = −K X is nef. [1] showed that there is no semiample divisor N such that
For the nonvanishing conjecture and the abundance conjecture, we ask the following question.
Conjecture 3.11 (weak nonvanishing, weak abundance). Let (X/Z, B + M ) be a Q-factorial g-dlt pair. Suppose K X + B + M is nef, then there exists a 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and an effective (a semi-ample) R-divisor N , such that By definition, there exists an ample/Z divisor H, such that
We have the following result on the length of extremal rays. We thank Chen Jiang showed us the following simple proof. Proposition 3.13 (the length of extremal rays). Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, and (X/Z, B + M ) a g-lc pair. Then for any (K X + B + M )-negative extremal ray R/Z, there exists a (possibly singular) curve C, such that [C] ∈ R, and
Proof. Let C be any extremal curve such that [C] ∈ R. By definition, there exists an ample/Z divisor H, such that
. By Lemma 3.5, for any 1 ≫ ǫ > 0, there exists a klt pair (X, ∆ ǫ ) with K X + ∆ ǫ ≡ K X + B + M + ǫH, such that R is a (K X + ∆ ǫ )-negative extremal ray. By Kawamata's length of extremal rays [18] , there exists a rational curve Γ ǫ , such that [Γ ǫ ] ∈ R, and
By the definition of extremal curve, we have H·C H·Γǫ ≤ 1, thus
Let ǫ → 0, we finish the proof.
Remark 3.14. We claim that the set of NQC-g-lc pairs,
is a rational polytope.
We may assume that f :X → X is a log resolution of (X/Z, B + M ). Given any ∆ + N ∈ V , if we write
then the coefficients of∆ are rational affine linear functions of the coefficients of ∆ and N . The claim follows since the condition that (X/Z, ∆ + N ) is g-lc is equivalent to the condition that the coefficient of every component of∆ is between [0, 1].
Lemma 3.15. Use the notation in Remark 3.14. Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, and (X/Z, B + M ) an NQC-g-lc pair.
(1) Then there exists a positive real number α > 0, such that for any extremal ray Γ/Z, if 
is NQC g-lc, and m(K X + D j + N j ) is Cartier. By the length of extremal rays (Proposition 3.13), ( 
, by the length of extremal rays (Proposition 3.13),
a contradiction. In other words, if ∆ is sufficiently close to B, such R does not exist. So the required δ exists.
Remark 3.16. Lemma 3.15(1) does not hold for g-pairs. In fact, let E be a general elliptic curve,
It is not hard to show that for any ǫ > 0, there exists a curve C, such that N · C < ǫ (cf. [29] ).
As a consequence of the length of extremal rays and Lemma 3.15, by the same arguments as for lc pairs ( [28] , [4] ), we can show the following results for NQC g-lc pairs.
Proposition 3.17. Use the notation in Remark 3.14. Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, and (X/Z, B + M ) an NQC-g-lc pair. Let {R t } t∈T be a family of extremal rays of NE(X/Z). Then the set
is a rational polytope. In particular, suppose K X + B + M is nef, then there exist NQC g-lc pairs (X, D i + N i ) with the nef part N i and the boundary part
Proof. Suppose L(B, M ) is unbounded, assume y 1 is unbounded. SinceM j is nef, f * M j =M j + E j for some effective E j ≥ 0 which is exceptional over X. Thus, f * M 1 =M 1 , and
Hence we may assume that L(B, M ) is bounded.
We may assume that for each t ∈ T , there is some ∆ + N ∈ L(B + M ) such that (
By Lemma 3.5, and the cone theorem, we may assume that T ⊆ N. If T is finite, the statement is trivial. We may assume T = N. Since N T is compact, by Lemma 3.15 (2) , there are (∆ 1 + N 1 ) , . . . , (∆ n + N n ) ∈ N T , and δ 1 , . . . , δ n > 0, such that N T is covered by
We only need to prove that N T i is a rational polytope. By replacing T with T i , we may assume that there exists ∆ + N ∈ N T such that (
is a rational polytope. Since (K X + ∆ + N ) · R T = 0 for any t ∈ T , N T is the convex hull of ∆ and all the N i T . By induction, we are done. Lemma 3.18. Let (X/Z, (B + A) + M ) be a Q-factorial NQC-g-lc pair with the nef part M and the boundary part B +A. Suppose X is klt, (X/Z, B +M ) is g-lc and K X + B + M is nef. Then there exists δ 0 > 0, such that for any δ < δ 0 , any sequence of
Proof. By Proposition 3.17, there exists NQC pairs (
By the length of extremal rays (Proposition 3.13),
Thus, any (K
is Cartier, and we can repeat the above argument.
The dual of the above result is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.19. Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, (X, B+M ) a g-lc pair, and P an NQC divisor. Then for β ≫ 1, any sequence of (K X + B + M + βP )-g-MMP/Z is P -trivial. Moreover, suppose P = a i P i , where P i is Q-Cartier nef and a i > 0, then the g-MMP is also P i trivial.
Proof. Since P is NQC, there exists α > 0, such that for any curve C/Z, if P · C = 0, then P · C > α. Let d = dim X, β > 2d α , suppose C is an extremal curve such that (K X + B + M + βP ) · C < 0. Suppose P · C = 0, by the length of extremal rays (Proposition 3.13),
On one side, since P i is nef, by the negativity lemma, p * P i ≤ q * (π * P i ) for all i. On the other side, p * P = q * (π * P ) sine the g-MMP is P trivial. Thus, we must have p * P i = q * (π * P i ), which implies that the g-MMP is P i -trivial.
G-MMP with scaling of an NQC-divisor.
In this subsection, we will define a g-MMP with scaling of a divisor Q, where Q = E + P , E is an effective divisor and P is the pushforward of an NQC divisor. Here we do not require P to be an effective divisor.
Lemma 3.20. Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, (X/Z, B + M ) an NQC-glc pair, where B is the boundary part, M is the nef part. Suppose (X/Z, (B + E)+(M +P )) is NQC-g-lc, and K X +(B+E)+(M +P ) is nef/Z, where B+E is the boundary part, and M +P is the nef part. Then, either K X +B +M is also nef/Z or there is an extremal ray R/Z such that (K X + B + M ) · R < 0, (K X + B + M + λQ) · R = 0, and K X + B + M + λQ is nef/Z, where Q = E + P , and
Proof. Suppose that K X + B + M is not nef/Z, let {R i } i∈I be the set of (K X + B + M )-negative extremal rays/Z, and Γ i an extremal curve of R i . By Remark 3.14, Proposition 3.17, and Proposition 3.13, there are positive real numbers r 1 , . . . , r s , r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ t , and a positive number m, such that
r j n i,j m ,
Since {n i,j } is finite, − j r j n i,j belongs to a finite set. Moreover, k r ′ k n ′ i,k belongs to a DCC set, whilst DCC stands for descending chain condition. Let
Thus,
belongs to a DCC set. Hence there exists a maximum element in the set {λ i } i∈I . Let λ := max{λ i } i∈I . Then,
for any i ∈ I, and there exists an extremal curve Γ i , such that (
Definition 3.21 (g-MMP with scaling of an NQC divisor). Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, (X/Z, B + M ) an NQC-g-lc pair, where B is the boundary part, M is the nef part. Suppose (X/Z, (B + E) + (M + P )) is NQC-g-lc, and K X +(B+E)+(M +P )
is nef/Z, where B+E is the boundary part, and M + P is the nef part. If K X + B + M is not nef/Z, by Lemma 3.20, there exists an extremal ray R/Z, such that (K X + B + M ) · R < 0, (K X + B + M + ν 0 Q) is nef/Z, where Q = E + P , and
By Lemma 3.5, we may contract R. If R defines a Mori fiber structure, we stop. Otherwise, assume that R gives a divisorial contraction of a flip X X 1 . We can now consider (X 1 , B 1 +M 1 +ν 0 Q 1 ) where B 1 +M 1 +λ 0 Q 1 is the birational transform of B + M + ν 0 Q and continue the argument. That is, suppose that either K X 1 + B 1 + M 1 is nef/Z or there is an extremal ray
By continuing this process, we obtain a (K X +B+M )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of Q = E + P .
3.5.
Lifting a sequence of flips with scaling. We continue the notation in Section 3.4. Suppose we are given a (K X +B +M )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of Q = E + P as in Definition 3.21 which consists of only a sequence of
and (X 0 , B 0 + M 0 + H) is g-lc. By Lemma 3.5, (X 0 , ∆ 0 ) is klt for some boundary ∆ 0 ∼ R B 0 + M 0 + ǫH/Z 0 . According to the proof of Lemma 3.5, we may choose ∆ 0 ≥ 0, such that
for some effective divisor ∆ ′ 0 , and (X ′ 0 , ∆ ′ 0 ) is klt. Now run an MMP/Z 0 on K X ′ 0 + ∆ ′ 0 with scaling of some ample divisor/Z 0 . By [8] , the MMP terminates with a log terminal model,
with scaling of Q ′ 0 , where Q ′ 0 is the pullback of Q 0 . Since X 0 X 1 is isomorphic in codimension 1 and
We continue the process by running a g-MMP/Z 1 on K X ′ 1 +B ′ 1 +M ′ 1 and so on. This sequence of g-MMP is also a (
Special terminations for g-MMP with scaling
It is crucial to observe that some termination results still holds for g-MMP with scaling of an NQC divisor. The following is a generalization of [5, Theorem 1.9].
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Q-factorial klt variety, (X/Z, B +M ) an NQC-glc pair, where B is the boundary part, M is the nef part. Suppose (X/Z, (B + E) + (M + P )) is NQC-g-lc, and K X + (B + E) + (M + P ) is nef/Z, where B+E is the boundary part, and M +P is the nef part. Suppose we are given a g-MMP with scaling of Q = E +P as in Definition 3.21, and ν = lim j→∞ ν j . If ν = ν j for any j, and (X/Z, (B + νE) + (M + νP )) has a g-log minimal model, then the g-MMP terminates. • the induced maps X i Y are isomorphic in codimension one for every i, where X i is the variety corresponding to ν i ,
is a g-log minimal model of (X/Z, (B+ νE) + (M + νP )) with respect to the given map φ, • there is a reduced divisor A ≥ 0 on X, whose components are movable divisors and they generate N 1 (X/Z), • there exists ǫ > 0, such that (X/Z, (B + E + ǫA) + (M + P )) is Q-factorial g-dlt with (B + E + ǫA) the boundary part and (M + P ) the nef part, and
Proof. Suppose that the g-MMP does not terminate. We may assume that ν = 0. Pick j such that ν j−1 > ν j , and 0 = ν < ν j−1 < δ. Let A j be the birational transform of the divisor A on X j . Possibly by choosing a smaller ǫ, we may assume that X X j is a partial (
Furthermore, possibly by choosing a smaller ǫ again, by Lemma 3.18, we may assume that any sequence of (
is a limit of movable/Z R-divisors, the g-MMP/Z only consists of flips. Since the components of A j generate N 1 (X j /Z), there exists a general ample/Z divisor H and an effective divisor H ′ < A j , such that A j ≡ H ′ + H, and
By Lemma 3.5, there exists a klt pair (X j , ∆ j ) such that
By [8] , we may run a (
with scaling of an ample divisor, and it terminates with a g-log minimal model (T /Z, (B T + ν j−1 E T + ǫA T ) + (M T + ν j−1 P T )). We remark that X j , T are isomorphic in codimension 1, and ( 
Hence, both
We get a contradiction as follows. Recall that ν j−1 > ν j > ν = 0. Let r : U → X j , s : U → T be a common resolution, then
This is a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
Step 1. We may assume that ν = 0, the g-MMP only consists of a sequence of flips, X i X i+1 /Z i , and the set of g-lc places of (X/Z, B +M ) is the same as the set of g-lc places of (X/Z, (B +E)+M +P ). Let f : W → X and g : W → Y be a sufficiently high common log resolution of (X/Z, (B + E) + M + P ) and (Y /Z, B Y + M Y + Q Y ). We have
where B W is the biartional transform of B plus the reduced exceptional divisor of f , F is effective exceptional over Y and F ′ is effective and exceptional over X. By the definition of g-log minimal model, F ′ is also exceptional over Y .
Let E W be the birational transform of E on W , P W on W the nef divisor corresponding to P , Q W = P W + E W . We have
By Proposition 3.8, we may run a (K W +B W +M W )-g-MMP/Y with scaling of an ample divisor, and it terminates to a model Y ′ , such that F + F ′ is contracted over V , and (
Step 2. We prove that φ : X Y does not contract any divisor. Otherwise, let D be a prime divisor on X contracted by φ, and
We will get a contradiction as follows. Since (X/Z, B + M + ν i Q) is lc,
is effective and exceptional over X. On the other hand, X X i is a partial g-MMP/Z on (
where
for some common resolution p :
N is a pushforward of a nef divisor, hence N is a limit of of movable/Z R-divisors. Therefore,
where G is effective and exceptional over X. Here we use the fact that X and X i are isomorphic in codimension one. Let λ i be sufficiently small, then W V is a partial g-MMP/Z on K W + B W + ν i Q W . Since G is exceptional/X, D W is not a component of G and cannot be contracted in the g-MMP in Step 1, a contradiction.
Step 3. We construct a g-dlt modification of (X, (B + E) + (M + P )) from W . Let
which is effective and exceptional over X. We may run a g-MMP on K W + (B W + E W ) + (M W + P W ) over X which terminates on a model X ′ and contracts F ′′ . We see that h : X ′ → X is a g-dlt modification of (X, (B + E) + (M + P )),
where h : X ′ → X is the induced morphism, E ′ is the strict transform of E on X ′ and P ′ is the push-forward of P W on X ′ . Since the set of g-lc places of (X/Z, B +M ) is the same as the set of g-lc places of (X/Z, (B +E)+M +P ),
is also a g-dlt modification. Moreover, the g-MMP only contracts prime divisors D of W → X satisfying a(D, X, B + M ) > 0, and the prime exceptional divisors of φ −1 are on X ′ as their g-log discrepancies with respect to (X/Z, B + M ) are all 0.
Step 4. By Subsection 3.5, we may lift the sequence
Step 5. Possibly by replacing X ′ with X ′ i for i ≫ 1, we show that X ′ , Y ′ are also isomorphic in codimension 1, and (Y ′ /Z, B ′ + M ′ ) is a g-log minimal model of (X/Z, B + M ).
We first show that Y ′ X ′ does not contract any divisors. Suppose D is a prime divisor on Y ′ which is exceptional over X ′ . If D is on Y , then a(D, X, B + M ) = 0 as D is exceptional over X, and by Step 3, D is on
implies that a(D, X, B + M ) = 0, and again we get a contradiction from
Step 3.
We next show that X ′ Y ′ does not contract any divisors. Possibly by replacing X ′ with X ′ i for i ≫ 1, we may assume that the g-MMP/Z on K X ′ + B ′ + M ′ with scaling of Q ′ only consists of a sequence of flips. By
Step 2, it suffices to show (Y ′ /Z, B Y ′ + M Y ′ ) is a g-log minimal model of (X/Z, B + M ), and we only need to compare g-log discrepancies. Suppose D is a prime divisor on X ′ which is exceptional over
Step 1, so it could not be contracted over Y ′ which is a contradiction. Therefore,
Step 6. Let A ≥ 0 be a reduced divisor on W whose components are general ample/Z divisors such that they generate N 1 (W/Z). Since X ′ is obtained by running some g-MMP on
where A ′ is the birational transform of A. For similar reasons, we can choose
Now, Theorem follows from Proposition 4.2.
Before we show the special termination for Q-factorial g-dlt pairs, we need to introduce the definition of difficulty for g-pairs. 
Let S be a g-lc center of (X, B + M ), let
We define the difficulty of the g-pair (X, B + M ),
It is not hard to show d b,µ (S, B S + M S ) < +∞ by standard arguments on difficulty (c.f. [19] )).
Theorem 4.4. Under the notation of Definition 3.20. Assume the existence of log minimal models for pseudo-effective NQC-g-lc pairs in dimension ≤ d − 1. We also assume the following: (1) (X/Z, B + M ) is a Q-factorial NQC-g-dlt pair with B the boundary part and M the nef part, (2) Q = E + P , whereP is NQC, (3) {X i } is a (K X + B + M )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of Q = E + P and corresponding numbers {ν i }, and (4) ν i > ν for ν = lim ν i . Then, after finitely many steps, the flipping locus is disjoint from the birational transform of ⌊B⌋.
Proof. We follow the proof in [11] .
We note that the number of g-lc center of any g-lc pair is finite. If the flipping locus contains a g-lc center, then the number of g-lc centers decreases by the negativity lemma. Thus, we may assume that after finitely many flips, the flipping locus contains no g-lc centers.
After finitely many flips, it is clear that φ i : X i X i+1 induces an isomorphism of log pairs for every 0-dimensional g-lc center for every i. By the same argument in [19, 7.4] , φ i also induces an isomorphism of log pairs for every 1-dimensional g-lc center. Now, we assume that φ i induces an isomorphism of every (k − 1)-dimensional g-lc center. We want to show that φ i induces an isomorphism of every k-dimensional g-lc center, and the theorem follows from the induction.
Let S be a k-dimensional g-lc center of (X, B + M ), S i the birational transform of S on X i . By adjunction formula for generalized pair (Definition 2.5),
, and the coefficients of B S i belongs to the set S(b, µ). By induction, after finitely many flips, φ i is an isomorphism on ⌊B S i ⌋, and Center S i E ⊆ ⌊B S i ⌋ if and only if Center S i+1 E ⊆ ⌊B S i+1 ⌋. By the negativity lemma a(E, S i ,
and if S i and S i+1 are not isomorphic in codimension 1, then the above inequality is strict. By shifting the index i, we may assume that S i and S i+1 are isomorphic in codimension 1, and a(E, S i , B S i + M S i ) = a(E, S i+1 , B S i+1 + M S i+1 ) for every E on both S i and S i+1 .
Let T be the normalization of the image of S 1 in Z, and T i the normalization of the image of
We now follow the arguments in [5] to construct a g-MMP/T on K S ′ 1 +B S ′
1
. Pick an ample/T 1 divisor H ≥ 0 such that B 1 ) is dlt), and (S 1 , D S 1 ) is dlt, where
There exist 0 < ǫ < 1 and a boundary C S 1 ∼ R ǫH + D S 1 /T 1 , such that (S 1 , C S 1 ) is klt. By Lemma 3.5, (S 1 , ∆ 1 ) is klt for some boundary ∆ 1 ∼ R B S 1 + M S 1 + ǫH/T 1 . According to the proof of Lemma 3.5, we may choose
for some effective divisor ∆ ′ 1 , and
1 with scaling of some ample divisor/T 1 . By [8] , the MMP terminates with a log terminal model, S ′ 1 S ′ 2 . By construction, we have
S 2 is isomorphic in codimension 1 and
. We continue the process by running an MMP/T 2 on
and so on. Applying adjunction formula to the g-lc pair (
Since h i is a g-dlt modification of
, where E S ′ i and P S ′ i are the birational transform of E S i and P S i on S ′ i , respectively. Thus,
is nef/T and g-lc.
Thus, we get a sequence of (
. By Theorem 4.1, the g-MMP terminates, and we are done.
Proofs of the main results
We first show one direction of Theorem 1.5. 
is also a g-log minimal model of (X/Z, B+ M ). Now, assume that π * (K X + B + M ) = N + P/Z is an NQC-weak Zariski decomposition, where P is NQC/Z and N is effective. Then there is an exceptional R-divisor F ≥ 0 over X, such that
is an NQC-weak Zariski decomposition. Moreover,
By Remark 5.3, we may assume that (X, B + M ) is log smooth, M is NQC, and K X + B + M ≡ P + N is an NQC-weak Zariski decomposition. Besides, by the induction on dimensions, we can assume that Theorem 5.1 holds for dimension ≤ d − 1. We prove Theorem 5.1 by the induction on the number θ(X, B + M, N )
Proof of Theorem 5.1 when θ(X, B + M, P ) = 0. By the definition, θ(X, B+ M, P ) = 0 implies that Supp⌊B⌋ ⊇ Supp N . By Proposition 3.19, there exists β 0 ≫ 1, and we can run a (K X + B + M + β 0 P )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of an ample/Z divisor, and each step of this g-MMP/Z is P -trivial. Thus it is also a g-MMP/Z for K X + B + M . Moreover, by K X + B + M ≡ P + N , the contracting locus could only in Supp N , and thus in Supp B. Because M + β 0 P is NQC, the above g-MMP/Z terminates by Theorem 4.4. Let (X 1 , B 0 + M 1 + βP 1 ) be the corresponding g-log minimal model with
Next, we run a special kind of (K X 1 + B 1 + M 1 )-g-MMP with scaling of P 1 , X 1 X 2 · · · as follows. Suppose we reach a model (X i , B i + M i ). We want to construct a new model (X i+1 , B i+1 + M i+1 ). Let
If ν i = 0, then we are done. If ν i < ν i−1 . By Lemma 3.20, we may choose an extremal ray R such that (
by Proposition 3.19, we may choose a positive number β i < ν i , such that we can run a partial (K X i + B i + M i + β i P )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of an ample/Z divisor which contracts an extremal ray R, X i X i+1 , and it is (K X i +B i +M i +ν i P i )-trivial. Thus, it is a partial (K X i +B i +M i )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of P i . Since,
the partial g-MMP is N i negative, and the contracting locus is in Supp⌊B i ⌋.
We claim that lim i→+∞ ν i = ν j for any j. Otherwise, suppose lim i→+∞ ν i = ν j for some j. In this case, the g-MMP we constructed is a (K X j +B j +M j + β j P j )-g-MMP/Z with scaling of an ample/Z divisor for some β j < ν j . By Theorem 4.4, the g-MMP terminates and we reach a g-log minimal model. This implies that (K X l + B l + M l + β j P l ) is nef, and ν l ≤ β j < ν j , a contradiction.
Hence, lim i→+∞ ν i < ν i for any i. Since we run a (K X 1 + B 1 + M 1 )-g-MMP with scaling of P 1 , and it is N 1 negative, by Theorem 4.4 again, the g-MMP terminates. Let P ′ = h * (K Y + (B + C) Y + M Y ), then it is nef, and P ′ + N ′ is an NQC-weak Zariski decomposition for g * (K X + (B + C) + M ). We have
Since h * (K Y +(B +C) Y +M Y )−g * P is antinef/Y , by the negativity lemma, N ′ ≤ g * (N + C). As Supp C ⊆ Supp N , we have Supp N ′ ⊆ g * Supp N .
Write,
(1 + α)g * (K X + B + M ) = g * (K X + B + M ) + αg * P + αg * N = g * (K X + B + M ) + αg * P + g * C + g * A = P ′ + N ′ + αg * P + g * A.
.
Set P ′′ = 1 1+α (P ′ + αg * P ) and N ′′ = We will compare the g-log discrepancies below.
Let G ≥ 0 be the largest divisor such that G ≤ g * C and G ≤ N ′ . Set C = g * C − G,Ñ ′ = N ′ − G. Then,
(1) IfC is exceptional over X, then because g * (K X +B+M )−P ′ =Ñ ′ −C is anti-nef over X, by the negativity lemma,Ñ ′ −C ≥ 0, which impliesC = 0 sinceC andÑ ′ have no common components. Now, Since G is the largest divisor such that G ≤ g * C and G ≤ N ′ , some component of C is not a component of g * Ñ ′ . We have θ(X/Z, B + M,Ñ ′ ) < θ(X/Z, B + M, N ), a contradiction.
(2) Hence we can assume thatC is not exceptional over X. Let β > 0 be the smallest number such that A := βg * N −C, g * Ã ≥ 0.
Then there exists a component D of g * C which is not a component of g * Ã .
We have (1 + β)g * (K X + B + M ) = g * (K X + B + M ) +C +Ã + βg * P = P ′ + βg * P +Ñ ′ +Ã.
By the negativity lemma, we haveÑ ′ +Ã ≥ 0. Let P ′′′ = We now can prove our main theorems.
Lemma 5.4. Let (X/Z, B +M ) be an NQC-g-lc pair with dataX f − → X → Z andM . Suppose (X/Z, B + M ) has a g-log minimal model, then (X/Z, B + M ) admits a birational NQC-weak Zariski decomposition.
Proof. Let (Y /Z, B Y + M Y ) be a g-log minimal model of (X/Z, B + M ). By Proposition 3.17, there exist Q-Cartier nef divisors M i , and µ i ∈ R >0 , such that
Let p : W → X, q : W → Y be a common resolution of X Y , then
is a birational NQC-weak Zariski decomposition of (X/Z, B + M ).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Follows from Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 5.4.
